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ABSTRACT
Alcohol misuse is a leading cause of premature death in the United States. Nearly a
third of trauma patients are found to have elevated blood alcohol levels upon admission, and
there is a high risk of relapse for patients with alcohol misuse. However, timely intervention
has been shown to reduce this risk. It is thus important to be able to quickly screen patients to
identify alcohol misuse. Many medical centers use standardized questionnaires such as the
Alcohol Use Disorder Indicator Test to identify alcohol misuse, but since the test is not usually
a part of routine care, there are many cases where it is not done. Also, some patients may
under-report their scores, making misuse identification and subsequent intervention unfeasible.
The data captured by care providers in clinical narrative is a potentially rich source of
data for identifying patients with alcohol misuse which can be used to augment the screening
process. In this study, large quantities of notes were processed with natural language processing
and machine learning methods to identify important social and behavioral determinants for
health. It resulted in the creation of a system, which uses NLP and ML, that provides good
discrimination of patients with and without alcohol misuse.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Alcohol misuse is a leading cause of premature death in the United States. It is attributed to
1 in 10 deaths of working age adults (Stahre, 2014). Nearly a third of trauma patients are found
to have elevated blood alcohol levels (BAL) upon admission (Afshar, 2015). Additionally, there
is a high risk of relapse for patients with alcohol misuse (Rivara, 1993). However, timely
intervention has been shown to reduce this risk by nearly 50% (Gentilello, 1999). It is thus
important to be able to quickly screen patients to identify alcohol misuse.
Many medical centers use standardized questionnaires such as the Alcohol Use Disorder
Indicator Test (AUDIT)1 to identify alcohol misuse, but this is not usually a part of routine
clinical care, nor is it administered by primary providers. Hence there are many cases where it is
not done. Also, some patients may under-report their scores, making misuse identification and
subsequent intervention unfeasible.
There are many signs and symptoms of alcohol misuse, a substantial amount of which may
be captured by care providers in the clinical narrative collected upon patient admission. As such,
this is a potentially rich source of data for identifying patients with alcohol misuse which can be
used to augment the screening process. Natural language processing (NLP) is a sub-field of
1

The AUDIT is a 10-item screening questionnaire developed by the World Health Organization to identify alcohol
consumption above the lower risk limits (Saunders, 1993).
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artificial intelligence (AI) which is concerned with, among other things, automatic semantic
analysis of text, and has been successfully used in clinical practice and research
(Ananthakrishnan, 2013; Xia, 2013). Machine learning (ML), another sub-field of AI, focuses
primarily on learning from data in order to make predictions. Large quantities of notes from the
electronic health record (EHR) can be processed with these methods to identify important social
and behavioral determinants for health.
This study aims to evaluate the utility of a system, which uses NLP and ML, to augment
trauma centers that screen for alcohol misuse. It is hypothesized that such a system will provide
good discrimination of patients with and without alcohol misuse.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
This chapter details the data, tools and steps taken to execute the study. Due to the sensitive
nature of the data, this researcher first obtained CITI certification, and all processing and storage
of the data itself is done solely on a dedicated server located on the medical campus. The data is
first prepared for processing by converting it to a form in which it can be more easily handled by
the main tools. Preprocessing is then done to extract features, followed by model selection using
a variety of classifiers.
Data Preparation
The primary objective of the preparation stage is to get the data into a format that can be best
used by the main processing tools. The data provided comes in the form of two files. One is a
text file of patient encounter records and fields separated by pipes, exported from the medical
campus’s EHR system. The fields hold information such as patient medical record number
(MRN), patient name, admitted and discharged date, note type and note text. The other is a file of
comma separated values containing lab data and AUDIT records, the fields focused on are the
patient MRN, demographic data fields, AUDIT scores and misuse diagnosis. The encounter
records are associated by individual patients, and then AUDIT data is connected to patients to
create a more easily parsed JSON file.
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The next step is to determine which notes to focus on, and to aid in this, three lists of note
types are provided: one containing note labels related to admission and consultation notes
(“anc”), one for “lab” notes1 and a final for “other” miscellaneous notes. These lists are used as
filters to then extract encounter notes from the JSON and save to text files named by patient
MRNs, creating views of the data by note type categories. Additionally, the misuse information
in the attached AUDIT data is used to create two sub-categories, “yes” and “no”, which provides
an optimal processing format for the ML library. The main focus is placed on the “anc” category
as this contains notes created by primary care provider, and so is most likely to have relevant
information (Afshar 2017). Finally, a view of the data combining all note type categories is made
by again using “anc” as the reference set and integrating data from the “lab” and “other” views.
Each step as described represents a corresponding folder structure within the directory where
the data resides. The final step of the preparation stage is to proportionately split the categorized
notes into 4:1 train and test (holdout) sets for each unique data view. A random 20% of patients
are selected from the main datasets and placed in a separate folder for final validation (Figure 1).

1

This should not be confused with the lab data, which is previously taken from the CSV file.
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Figure 1. General layout of the data directory containing the datasets.
Data Preprocessing
With the preparation stage complete, the data is then optionally preprocessed. For this study,
several methods and combinations are attempted, including several custom solutions, and new
data views generated. They include trimming the notes by using a list of key words and phrases
(as determined from looking at the notes) to filter for sentences related to alcohol misuse,
concept and sentence extraction with cTAKES, and regular expressions targeting significant text
and extracting related values.
Two different types of trimming are done. In the first, the list of words, which includes terms
such as “alcohol”, “beer”, “wine”, “disorient”, “drink”, “sober”, “intoxicated”, etc, is used with a
regular expression that extracts individual sentences from the text to find sentences containing
those indicated key words. These sentences are used to create a new, smaller view which will be
easier to process computationally and also increases the accuracy of the models. The second type
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of trimming simply extends the first by using a word2vec1 model that is pre-trained on the
MIMIC dataset (a large, open corpus of de-identified health data), and finds other potentially
relevant keywords by searching with the existing keywords and a distance metric. The hope is
that this addition captures other potentially relevant sentences which may be missed by the
manually added keywords.
The most important preprocessor used in this study is the clinical Text Analysis and
Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES), which incorporates the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) database of medical terms (Savova, 2010). Text is first annotated into special
XML files, which then makes it possible to extract different kinds of information. Its main use is
in the extraction of CUIs (concept unique identifiers) from the notes (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Sample from data views containing raw text (left) and matching CUIs (right).
In order to detect more relevant CUIs, the UMLS dictionary is modified to allow the look-up of
terms such as “wine”, “beer”, etc which are classified as food and are not included by default. A
1

A neural network-based NLP model that maps words and phrases from a vocabulary to vectors of real numbers.
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sentence extraction feature is also used to extract sentences from the text, as it has specifically
designed algorithms for finding medical-related sentence styles inherent in the notes.
Several regular expression-based algorithms are also used to target specific values which are
likely to be in the text, or sentence structures which may be used to perform particular
calculations. These include sentence patterns which indicate a blood alcohol content (BAC)
value may be present, as well as sentences which point to alcohol consumption patterns over a
particular time. This data is used to create new sets of features, which can be used on their own
or to augment other data views.
Another preprocessing step, which is mainly to enable proper processing by scikit-learn, is
the conversion of the text to a numerical representation. As such, this is a precursor to the
majority of the tasks done in the next stage.
Model Selection
The final and most important stage is to use machine learning (this study focuses on
supervised learning1 methods) to create a model optimized to give the best prediction. This is
done by applying multiple classifiers to the different data views. The primary framework used
here is scikit-learn, which provides a number of classifiers and other functionality to facilitate
model creation and selection along with various metrics (Pedregosa, 2011).
First, a number of grid searches are done using the train portion of the various views and
several classifiers2. The grid search for the main experiment is configured initially to search all
combinations of the classifiers with a narrowly defined set of hyper-parameters, all views,

1

This is where the task is to learn a function from a series of input-output pairs which can then be used to map
future inputs to an output.
2
The primary classifiers from scikit-learn are LogisticRegression, PassiveAggressiveClassifier, LinearSVC, and
several naive bayes versions. Several custom classifiers were also implemented based on the scikit-learn API.
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parameter sets to vary the final preprocessing (ie extraction of numerical features) done, and
multiple metrics. Each combination utilizes 10-fold cross validation in an effort to offset the
unevenness of the data and simulate having a larger dataset than is available. Average precision,
recall and F1 scores (and in the second stage ROC AUC) across the folds, along with classifier
hyper-parameters for each grid are recorded.
The next step is to extract results primarily according to a specified metric, or other
components such as the dataset or classifier. The most promising of these results are configured
in subsequent grid searches with expanded hyper-parameters and the process is repeated until a
single “best” model is achieved. This model is ran on the associated holdout set, which is also
preprocessed with the same pipeline configuration as the corresponding train view.
The results of the grid searches, along with their associated inputs, are saved to auto-named
results files in such a way that each grid in each set of results can be easily found and recreated
partially or completely. In initial experiments, F1 score is selected as the primary metric as it is
the most prevalent in the machine learning field used to determine how well a model performs,
and so is instrumental in getting a set of well performing classifier given the type of data being
processed. Later on ROC AUC is selected as the primary metric since it is most used in the
medical field due to the importance of minimizing false negatives and maximizing true positives.
Since results based on the ROC AUC and F1 metrics are not directly comparable, the grid search
is again ran on the different configurations, but excluding classifiers that neither support finding
a ROC AUC nor have acceptable performance when evaluating based on F1.
Once the final model has been found, the classifier and hyper-parameters are used to
calculate a learning curve. This is done by using incremental percentages of the train set from >0%
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to 100% in equal steps, training multiple models using the different dataset sizes, and then
evaluating on the complete holdout set. This provides a series of plottable data points which,
when graphed, typically show a curve that tells how the model improves as it is given more data,
and by extension allows inference of how much room there is for improvement (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Sample learning curve showing score improvement as dataset size increases.
Several baselines are also generated for the project using either the main data view “anc
notes”, or information from the lab data:


A human-AUDIT gold standard in which 104 patients’ notes are randomly selected and
misuse is determined by two trained technicians (in case of disagreement a supervisor makes
the final judgment). This represents the bar that, if achieved through NLP and ML methods,
signifies that machine performance is very likely on par with or better than human
performance.

10


Several grid searches involving data views created from: 1) a custom “weekly consumption”
extraction algorithm and 2) a custom algorithm to extract and create buckets of BAC value
ranges. Trimmed notes are used for these searches.



A model created with the scikit-learn provided DummyClassifier, used on the “anc” view
with default hyperparameters.



Using BAC values measured upon admission (stored in the lab data) and predicting
cases >130mg/dL as misuse.



A custom rules-based classifier that searches the given data view for the occurrence of any
of four words/phrases which are associated with alcohol misuse: “alcoholic”, “alcohol
dependence”, “alcohol abuse” and “alcohol withdrawal”. If any of these are found, then it
classifies that case as misuse.

This step was conducted not only to gain general information about how much improvement can
be achieved on top of a simple rules-based approach, but also to get an idea of how different
kinds of feature engineering methods can affect model score.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
This chapter contains the most significant results of the study. It includes a breakdown of the
data itself, the best performing models for the ROC AUC metric, and generated learning curve.
The final model is also used to predict labels for the set of patients without AUDIT data, which
gives a good idea of its real world performance.
Preliminary
A total of 257,618 records were extracted from the provided notes text file, which yielded
2,534 individual patient notes after associating by MRN. The number of patients with AUDIT
data, as found in the CSV file, was 1,508. Of these, 82 AUDITed patients did not have any
associated notes, and were classified unknown. Categorizing the notes yielded patient
proportions as follows:
Note Types
anc
lab
other
all

1

Train

Test

Unknown

yes
no
yes
no
263
875
66
219
224
672
54
164
258
859
64
2111
263
875
66
219
Table 1. Distribution of patient notes across note types and datasets.

1104
903
1075
1108

3 patient notes from “other” were not included in train or test sets as they were not present in the “anc” category.
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Baselines
These are the performances of the baselines that were calculated:
Classifier
Human
Dummy
Classifier
BernoulliNB

Hyperparameters
Default

Features

Precision

Recall

F1

ANC notes
ANC notes

75%
20.9%

64.3%
19.9%

69.2%
20.3%

ROC
AUC

Default

Weekly
54.5%
18.4%
26.7% 65.7%
consumption
(from ANC
notes)
BernoulliNB
Default
BAC
59.9%
26.6%
36.6% 65.6%
mentions
(from ANC
notes)
BAC >130
68.6%
45.4%
54.6%
(from lab
data)
Rules-based
ANC notes
61.5%
19.3%
28.5%
Rules-based
All notes
58%
27.1%
36.1%
Table 2. Summary of baseline hyper-parameters and scores on several data views.
Model Selection via F1 Metric
The top performing models in this stage were generated from LinearSVC and
LogisticRegression trained on raw and feature engineered versions of the notes. Table 3
summarizes the top performing models. Results yielding an F1 of under 50% or using BAC
information from the lab data were excluded.
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Classifier
Logistic
Regression
LinearSVC

Logistic
Regression
Passive
Aggressive
Classifier

Hyper-parameters1
C=1, penalty=‘L1’

Features
ANC notes

Precision
52.6%

Recall
52.7%

F1
52.2%

CUIs of
49%
57.2%
trimmed ANC
notes
CUIs of
50.2%
61.3%
trimmed ANC
notes
C=0.1, loss=‘hinge’
CUIs of
47.2%
62.1%
trimmed ANC
notes
Table 3. Summary of top grids as selected by F1 metric.

52.5%

C=0.1,
loss=‘squared_hinge’,
penalty=‘L2’
C=1, penalty=‘L1’

54.9%

53.3%

Model Selection via ROC AUC Metric
In this stage, the number of classifiers used in the grid searches was reduced to two:
LogisticRegression and LinearSVC, as these were the only ones from the initial experiments
which support the “predict probability” function2, which is required to calculate ROC AUC
scores, and yielded acceptable performance. As with the previous stage, it was found that the best
models are trained from the CUIs and other engineered features of the notes.
Classifier
Logistic
Regression
Logistic
Regression

1

Hyperparameters
C=10,
penalty=‘L1’
C=1, penalty=‘L1’

Features

Precision

Recall

F1

ANC notes

50.4%

46.3%

47.7%

ROC
AUC
75.0%

Engineered ANC
53.3%
54.4%
notes3
Table 4. Summary of top grids as selected by ROC
AUC metric for both raw and engineered notes.

53.5%

77.1%

Only hyper-parameters that were tuned are shown.

2

This functionality is not supported by the LinearSVC classifier, so it is replaced by it’s equivalent that supports it:
SVC with the “linear” kernel.
3

A combination of CUIs and BAC information extracted from word2vec-trimmed ANC notes sentences.
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Classifier

Hyperparameters
C=1, penalty=‘L1’

Features

Precision

Recall

F1

Logistic
Engineered ANC
53.7%
54.6% 54.1%
Regression
notes
Table 5. Results of evaluating the best model (from Table 4) on the test set.

ROC
AUC
80.4%

Learning Curve

Figure 4. Learning curve showing the performance of the
engineered “anc” notes model as selected by ROC AUC.
Prediction on AUDIT-less Patients
The best model was finally used to predict misuse cases on the 1104 “anc” cases which did
not have an AUDIT. Of the cases, 24.3% were labeled as misuse, which is essentially “consistent
with the the proportion” seen in a separate “annotated dataset as well as other populations”
(Afshar, 2018).
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Baselines
As shown by the baselines created by the DummyClassifier and RulesBasedClassifier, and
then the scores achieved throughout the study, ML can be applied to clinical notes to make
predictions. The feature engineered baselines however also show that there is a place for rules
which can be used to extract additional useful information based on very corpus-specific features
in the same way the cTAKES framework (and others) annotates and extracts concepts and other
relevant information.
Model Selection
One thing of note in this stage was that even though the ROC AUC remained stable in the
70s when selection was done by F1, the F1 varied greatly during selection by ROC AUC. This
was due greatly in part to the high skew of the dataset. The ROC is designed to show how the
number of correctly classified positive varies vs the number of incorrectly classified negative
examples, but doesn’t account for large skews in those positive vs negative examples, and so
may make an algorithm seem to be performing better than it actually is. A score based on
precision and recall however, such as F1, captures the effects of the skew on the algorithm’s
performance (Davis 2006).
15
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It was also noticed throughout the study that models with engineered features were
constantly better than those without for both F1 and ROC AUC metrics. As such, better
engineering will lead to even better models.
The learning curve created shows an upward trend with the available data, and so it can be
inferred that the score will continue to improve with the provision of more data. That the model
was able to give predictability on the notes without AUDIT data proportionally similar to that
achieved on a separate human-annotated dataset shows that it provides good discrimination of
patients with and without alcohol abuse.
Limitations
In reading some of the notes for some of the classified patients, this researcher observed that
there were cases where the cues pointing to alcohol misuse did not align with their AUDIT result.
This can be partly attributed to the possibility of some patients under-reporting their alcohol
related practices, while care providers may record behaviors and other factors which state
otherwise. This means the AUDIT data is independent of the note data, and as such these scores
do not make for ideal labels for supervised learning.
Getting beyond this limitation involves annotating the notes in order to get labels which are
dependent on them. Another method could be to attempt some error correction by excluding or
reclassifying the misclassified cases which have a high probability of being in the other class,
and retraining with the new dataset.

16
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CHAPTER V
FUTURE WORK
Feature Engineering
As found in this study, feature engineering played a key role in creating the top performing
models. The custom algorithms such as the “weekly consumption” and “BAC information”
extractors were very rudimentary, and so can be improved upon.
Error Correction
As discussed in the limitations, the inherent cases of patients who under-reported on their
AUDIT leads to the model not being as optimized as it could be. Implementing an automatic
analysis and reclassification algorithm would enable the creation of better models with minimal
human intervention.
Using All Note Types
Focus on the admission and consult notes led to the discovery of many features which can be
used for misuse discrimination. Only initial experiments were done using the “lab” and “other”
categories, and they generally gave comparable or worse performance compared to using only
“anc” types. However, it may be worth discovering and extracting features with custom
algorithms similar to those used in this study.
Ensemble Classifiers
This too is an unexplored possibility. Throughout the study it was discovered that some
models had a high precision and low recall, and some had the inverse. Exploring combinations of
17
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these classifiers may lead to the creation of models with high precision and high recall.
Automated Pipeline
One of the objectives of this study is to create a pipeline that others can use to automatically
process given notes and AUDIT data. As it currently stands, the pipeline created is not fully
automatable, and is difficult to use at some parts. The code also needs some cleaning up and
documentation. Doing this would make it easier for others who may want to use it.

18
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